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Sweden
#1

lowest industrial electricity costs in Western & Northern Europe

#1

share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption in the EU

#2

globally for fastest average real broadband speed

#1

in the global Country Sustainability Ranking

#3

in the global Digital Competitiveness Index

Source: Business Sweden, Fastmetrics, European Environment Agency,
World Economic Forum, Data Centre risk index, Eurostat
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Welcome to northern Sweden
Northern Sweden has set out to become a region for global forerunners, making data centers greener, smarter and more resource
efficient. It is a place for development of new technology and
solutions that put data center companies ahead of the competition.
We have excellent universities, strong research groups working in
areas of key-relevance for data centers and cloud businesses and a
world leading data center research facility. The academy combined
with a business-friendly culture, industrial collaboration and many
innovative IT companies, generates and attracts both very well
educated and very well trained IT professionals.
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This, combined with the regions natural advantages for energy
demanding heavy industries, a redundant infrastructure for hydropower production and distribution of electrical power and for
ultra-wideband ultra-reliant digital communication, makes it an
excellent region for data centers.
This magazine will highlight some of the actors who recently
have, or are in progress of, doing something that is either very
important or very innovative, or both! It will also reveal some of
the newest elements in the menu of offers from northern Sweden, to global actors within the digitally driven industry.
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Inside

Facebook’s
64000 square meter data center
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Thanks to the nearby Lule River, the data center is supported by renewable
hydroelectric energy. Energy-efficient technologies and innovative cooling systems, which benefit from the cold outside air, help the data center consume roughly
38% less electricity and significantly less water than a traditional data center. One of the
buildings was recently granted LEED Platinum certification. Facebook has also open sourced
many specifications through the Open Compute Project, sharing innovation, collaborating and
working toward a more energy-efficient and sustainable data center industry.
The equipment has gone back to basics, allowing it to run cooler
and be easily accessible for quick repairs.
Around 300 people work at the data center, and Facebook also
commits to the community through its Community Action Grants
program which supports local nonprofits and schools with projects that connect the community and improve science, maths,
technology, and engineering education.
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For the most optimal server conditions, air travels through the corridors where it is filtered and humidified. Enormous fans draw in
outside air to cool the tens of thousands of servers. When winter
temperatures plunge to -30 degrees, the situation is reversed with
heat from the servers warming the buildings.
For more information, visit Facebook.com/LuleaDataCenter.
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The people
Meet the men and women behind
the scenes in the industry. The data center Founder, the Regional Developer,
the Sustainability Engineer, the Investment Developer, the Ph D Student and many more.
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“We looked around the world and in Europe specifically
and couldn’t find a better site than the one in Boden. It’s a
beautiful and serene part of the world, a “can do” place where
trust and long-term relationships are important.”

The
Data center
Founder
and CEO
David Rowe is the founder
and CEO of the data center
Hydro66, located in Boden.
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Name: David Rowe

“We’ve expanded the current phase to
20MW of capacity using local companies
and materials wherever possible.”

Background: Founder and CEO of Easynet Group, a $350m
global enterprise cloud services business built from scratch
over the course of 15 years. David founded Hydro66 in 2014
and has continuously served as non-executive Chairman.
Title: CEO of the data center Hydro66, located in Boden
Age: 60
Family: 3 teenagers; 2 boys and a girl
Lives in: London

Hi David! Today, not only Facebook but also Google, Microsoft and Amazon have chosen
Sweden for their data center location. However, you were one of the first to establish your
data center in Sweden. What made you invest in Boden as early as in 2014?
We were looking for a globally disruptive project and with the
team’s background in Telecoms and Cloud we figured that scaling
power for data and compute at affordable prices in a super green
environment would be one of those projects. We looked around
the world and in Europe specifically and couldn’t find a better site
than the one in Boden.

What types of customers put their data in your data center?

We have a variety of customers, both from a technical and geographic perspective. Small and large, colocation and Cloud.
What do they get at Hydro66 that they can’t get anywhere else?

We are particularly attractive to those with a strong green agenda and
those requiring power at scale. We also have a lot of conversations
Are you happy with your choice and with the location?
with large industrial groups with a longer-term view point as well as
On the whole “yes”.
innovative companies looking at High Performance Compute.
What we offer is high availability and reliability which is not
As one of the founders, are you satisfied with Hydro66’s journey unique but also ultra-low emissions of carbon compared to
so far? What has happened since it all started?
the rest of the industry.
Yes. By definition all disruptive projects need to go against the
mainstream or the consensus and validation is when that shifts, so What is your focus with the expansion of your award-winning,
it’s nice to see that the industry’s moving to our positioning now. high-quality data center. What is the next step and what are your
We’ve expanded the current phase to 20MW of capacity using
plans for the future?
local companies and materials wherever possible and are busy
To keep on growing in Boden and expanding our local, and global
signing up customers with a strong pipeline of opportunities.
partnerships and alliances. We have room to expand to 80MW
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currently and our eventual goal would be to complete this build
out and then look for further expansion opportunities either in
the region or outside depending on conditions.
Do you see any future trends regarding data centers,
5-10 years ahead globally and in northern Sweden?

The industry will have to pay more than partial lip service to
carbon emissions and efficiency as regulations will catch up with
consumer advocacy so we believe we are ahead of the curve for
the time being. Success for the region would be that it is a major
beneficiary of inward investment from data center operators and
a globally recognized area for Cloud infrastructure and delivery.
Lulea University of Technology could be central to this Cloud
ecosystem as all of the major Cloud platforms need science graduates with relevant experience and skills.
What do you think about colocation/HPC outside
the big cities?

It is inevitable. There isn’t enough power in the big cities and it
doesn’t make sense that latency is a catch all excuse without any
analysis. Our competition and partners will be AWS, Microsoft,
Google etc. who are not running colocation facilities but owning

Interests: Reading, cycling, running, swimming

the equipment. There are tax issues here as Colocation facilities are at disadvantage despite assurances made to the contrary
but we are hopeful that this will change. The European super
Nordic Cloud means that the fulcrum of the data world is shifting north in Europe and this will also mean that many compute
workloads will be done in the North, accelerating a trend that is
already happening.
How are you finding working in Boden?
As an Englishman, have there been any surprises so far?

It’s a beautiful and serene part of the world. The people, without
generalizing too much, are eager to help and very smart. At its
best it’s a “can do” place where trust and long-term relationships are important. As a human being it’s good to know that I
am sharing the planet with many other like-minded individuals.
Finally, in your spare time, what do you like to do then?

I like to read, bike, run and swim.
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Data centers and greenhouses have more in common
than you might think.They both operate at 30 degrees centigrade
and they both need a humidity level of 70 %.

The
Sustainability
Engineer
Louise Mattson is a Sustainability engineer at RISE,
Research Institutes of Sweden in Luleå, and is working
to explore ways to utilise the excess heat from data centers.
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Hi Louise! What is it like to be working as a Sustainability
engineer at RISE? What does a normal day look like for you?

Every day is different. Some days I am in meetings with different
companies for possible collaborations and other days I am calculating and modelling connections for data center heat.There is a lot of
work to connect materials and heat flows with industries, and mixing and matching with different sciences requires knowledge of the
current legislation in the different fields. I like sketching up systems
of potential synergies, and I like that my work is very flexible and
creative although very challenging at times.
You have studied
Climate Data Analyses
and Atmospheric Science.
Specifically, what do you
learn in these sciences
and how does it relate to
data centers?

“We will be first in the world to grow meal
worms for chicken feed with excess heat from
data centers.The meal worms will eat spills
from beer breweries from the region.”

Environmental science is a
multidisciplinary field and
in these specific courses I studied the climate of the past 2,000
years and looked at temperature changes in low proxy data from
sea sediments from Iceland and compared them with high proxy
data from ice cores from Greenland and Svalbard to see how they
correlated. With this data we could compare different events in
history, for example volcanic eruptions and the settlement of the
Norse and see how transboundary air pollution of different particles travels and affects the climate as a whole in different places.
We know that some particles travel further across the hemisphere
than others and behave differently depending on their attributes,
and this knowledge is helpful to why we need to shift to greener
energy.
You are working on several data center projects. Tell us about
these projects and what you are trying to accomplish.

Since the ICT sector is an energy demanding industry, the overall goal with these projects is to find possible synergies between
data centers and different industries, and to find low-grade heat
purposes without connecting a heat pump, and to find feasible
technical solutions to air-to-air connections to make data centers
more sustainable. Part of this is also to show data center owners
that northern Sweden has a stable electricity grid, green energy
and cheap electricity with free air cooling.
One of the projects that I am working on is called DC-farming.
It is about connecting data centers with greenhouses. In that project we model greenhouses and design them to fit the climate of
northern Sweden. We also look at business models and how these
completely different industries can collaborate. What’s interesting is
that data centers and greenhouses have more in common than you
might think. They both operate at 30 degrees centigrade and both
need a humidity of 70 %. The servers need to have this humidity to minimize the risk of static electricity, and plants need this
climate to grow. It would even be possible to connect these two
in a closed loop system and make the air from the data center pass
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through the greenhouse and then back again to the data center.
Another project that I am working on is called Arctiq-DC.
Here we look at industrial symbiosis between several industries,
including greenhouses. I’ve been looking at possible synergies
with algae, fish and insect farms, and also industries around them
and bioproducts which could come out of the first one. If we
for example can grow algae with the use of data center excess
heat, we could produce different things for other purposes: for
example, fish feed, bioplastics and medications. It’s even possible
to obtain penicillin from a certain algae. A complex chain like
this would be possible to achieve on the Swedish west coast,
in Stenungsund, where
there are a lot of chemical
industries and other marine
research that are necessary
to close this kind of loop.

As you say, you have explored ways to utilize the

excess heat from data centers. You have, among other things,
tested to drying apples and biomass. How did that go?

The excess heat from data centers is good in the sense that it
is in fact low in temperature, which matches the criteria for
“Raw food” where food should not be cooked in temperatures
above 42 degrees C. The benefits of this are that the drying takes
longer, and more nutrients remains in the food than it would if
dryed at higher temperatures. We decided to test this with apples,
and it was fun doing! We set up a small-scale experiment with
six windmill servers in a wooden box and built a small drying
setup with racks and grids. To test the model, we ran it for 8
hours with full IT load and were able to reach 37 degrees C. It
matches the conventional way of drying with hot air, but when
we changed the inlet temperature, the temperature changed
in the box, so naturally the drying took longer. Now that we
know it works, we will in further research, build a bigger box
as an addition to the data centers, where we can test more real
case scenarios with different inlet temperatures and IT loads. In
addition to this, we have started monitoring the actual air itself
in the data centers to see if the hardware emits metals and other
particles which could be harmful in a connection with food
processing industries.
The biomass drying will be the biggest installation we do in
this project. It is based on a master thesis prestudy done at RISE
in 2018, to calculate how much air available and IT-effect you
need to dry biomass. We are collaborating with a Finnish drying
company, SFTec which has developed a dryer that handles industrial residues such as metallurgical sludges and wood chips, which
we will try to dry. We hope results from this study will open up
the possibilities for companies to use the excess heat and see that
it is possible to use in for so many things. Drying overall is a very
energy demanding process, so that is why we have focused so
much on it in our research.

Name: Louise Mattsson
Background: Bachelor’s in Environmental Science
Title: Sustainability engineer
Age: 29
Family: Boyfriend Axel
Lives in: Luleå
Interests: Knitting, hiking and growing chilis
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You will be the first in the world to grow larvae for
chicken feed with excess heat from data centers to make
Norrbotten self-sufficient in chicken meat. And the larvae
will consume spills in beer breweries from the region. Tell
us more about this!

Drying biomass

Meal worms

When we worked through different ideas about self-sufficiency in vegetables, fruit, berries and fish, we could see from
statistics that northern Sweden is 24% self-sufficient in eggs
and 0% self-sufficient in chicken meat. When we looked
further at this we could see that the underlying problem is
the lack of hatcheries and slaughter houses in the region,
and it’s not possible for farmers to start producing chicken
meat because of the lack of these key industries. Chickens
mostly eat grains which cannot be farmed in northen Sweden because of the cold climate and part of this grain-based
diet is imported soya. To see how we could make this food
chain more beneficial for the farmer and how we could turn
the situation around to strengthen the food sufficiency as a
whole in Sweden, we started looking at a kind of symbiosis
which reinforces the circular economy.
The spills from breweries are excellent as feed for meal
worms, and the meal worms themselves makes good feed
for chickens and in turn improve their health with natural
picking behavior since the meal worms are live. They also
contain good nutrients and fat which stimulates the appetite
of the chickens. Farming meal worms is an industry which
also come with the benefit of mealworm feces (“frass” in
Swedish), a fertilizer especially good for tomatoes. We will
therefore connect one of our modules at RISE to a mealworm farm which we will build on site. We will feed the
larvae with spills from one of the local breweries and when
the larvae have grown big enough, we will deliver them to
a small-scale chicken farmer who will feed the larvae to the
chickens.
Do you have any vision regarding utilizing data center
excess heat? What would be the goal for our region, say in
the 10-year term?

Fish farm in Kusträsk, Boden

Why are you so interested in this particular thing?

I think it is because of my background. I grew up on a dairy
farm and I have seen the changes which come with different implementation of legislation and how that can affect a small farm
for better and for worse. My interest in environmental science
arose from the mindset you need to have when working on a
farm, everything is taken care of and nothing goes to waste. And
because of this, I like to think in cyclical terms and to analyze
how everything can be connected.
You have said that using the excess heat from data centers can be difficult in society today, as the municipalities do
not always have the resources to take the lead, rather a new
player in the market is needed. In addition, it will be a matter of
ownership and business models, for example concerning who
should own the greenhouses connected to the data centers.
What solution do you see in the future here?

My experience with industrial symbiosis is that municipalities
would rather not take the lead, because of the amount of work it
takes and it would result in their primary tasks getting deprioritized. There is a need for another actor in the market, a so called
“heat broker” or “symbiosis broker”, to analyze material and heat
flows available and start mapping where you could connect to it.
Maybe there could be a platform available where you could share

what you can offer because that is initially what companies must
ask themselves: what do you need and what do you want? Most
companies don’t even know what by-products they have.
In the future it would be nice to see symbiosis brokers who
bring companies together to get to know each other. I know a
project in Malmö, called Delad energi är dubbel energi, where
they tried to find possible synergies within the city. In it, they
recommended having breakfast meetings and learning from each
other’s workplaces and sharing open data. In the end, what matters the most is the will and the engagement. Without that we
can go nowhere.
What are your plans for the future?

I have a lot of plans. Maybe I will become a symbiosis broker
myself, ha-ha! I like what I do but to continue researching I must
have a master’s degree, so I have applied for a program this fall.
Finally, what do you like to do in your spare time?

I’m a person who is interested in almost everything and with
a great thirst for knowledge so in my spare time I take a lot of
different courses. One week I was really into orchids and how to
plant them, and the next week I signed up for a course on writing short stories. I like being versatile and learning new things, I
like every day to be different from another, just like my job.

Datacenters and greenhouses

At the time of writing, we have an ongoing Corona crisis. Because of this crisis, it is most urgent for politicians, industries,
farms and other actors in the market to start collaborating. We
have a society which relies on import and it has been like this
for a long time. Since Sweden entered the EU in 1995, we
have deregulated our national emergency food supply and favored imported, cheap food which has outcompeted Swedish
farmers. Sweden has a self-sufficiency of 50 % in food, think
about what would happen if the food imports for some reason
were to stop.
Within a period of ten years, I think it will become apparent that we must collaborate more in different fields. Since
we have built our society on fossil fuels, and we are starting
the shift to greener energy by closing nuclear plants, we will
have to be open to regulating electricity distribution. I think
we will have to schedule the workload of data centers to
specific times of the day and the same goes for other industries which will need to schedule their production to when
electricity will be available. We have a lot of hydropower, but
when the nuclear energy is gone, we will need to stabilize
this with more solar and wind, which are not known to be
stable. Will it be enough to solve this with more biopower?
Mapping system
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Drying apples
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energy consumed by all of those streams is
significantly greater than the annual consumption of the country of Burundi.”
The autonomous data center

The world’s leading

open data center
for experimental research
and innovation

One area being explored at ICE is the autonomous data center – one that controls,
repairs and optimizes itself. Algorithms
are trained through a chain of datasets and
analyses until they are able to control the
data center. It is also hoped that, with the
help of artificial intelligence, this technique
can be used not only to control the data
center itself but also to link to the electricity grid and heating and cooling networks.
To a large extent, work at ICE is intended
to assist Swedish business with digitalization and specifically to strengthen the
Swedish data center industry. Investment
in building competence in the field of
data analysis is a prerequisite for successful
digitalization.
“Companies can either run projects in
collaboration with us, or use the facility
for their own purposes,” says Tor Björn
Minde. “Example projects might include
testing a new type of cooling solution for
a plant or uploading large amounts of data
to analyze a new service. We also offer a

rental service for virtual or physical servers by the hour.
ICE also provide companies with access
to metadata platform HopsFS, which in
2016 broke the world record for processing large amounts of data, delivering 16
times the performance of Hadoop.
A unique facility

As a data center, ICE sticks out in a
number of ways. Firstly, the facility is
in Sweden; meaning that whatever data
you might want to analyze or test need
never leave the country. Secondly, ICE
is equipped with a number of measurement instruments and sensors that make
it possible to extract data from the facility
in a way that just isn’t possible in a normal
data center.
The facility is primarily intended for European projects, companies and universities; however, partners from anywhere in
the world are more than welcome to use
ICE for tests and experiments. Tor Björn
Minde sees three reasons why ICE is an
obvious choice:
“We are the leading research institute for
data centers in the Nordics – on our way
to being the leader in Europe – and we

“We have a unique facility and expertise in
the field of data centers”.

have a unique facility offering unique
expertise in the field of data centers.
And also, we really enjoy working in
the borderlands between academia and
industry and helping Swedish companies
to develop in our field.
RISE ICE  
RISE ICE is a full-scale research
data center and test environment with
the objective to increase knowledge,
strengthen the DC ecosystem and attract
researchers.
15 projects, from the ground to the cloud
20 employees
3 MEUR turnover
Established in 2016
Stakeholders: Ericson, ABB, Vattenfall,
Facebook, LTU, Region Norrbotten
2000 physical servers
250 kW
200 TB RAM
10 petabyte storage
50 000 cores
240 GPUs
1,1 M cuda cores
12,5 petaflops
HDFS clusters
OpenStack ECC
OCP servers

Situated in an unassuming brick building in Luleå, ICE is the world’s leading open data center for
experimental research and innovation. Here, RISE and the Luleå University of Technology conduct
advanced research into everything surrounding the data center sector. “I usually say that our work
covers everything between heaven and earth,” says Tor Björn Minde, head manager of ICE Data
center at RISE.
The result of regional and national investment, ICE opened its
doors in 2016. Region Norrbotten has invested in the establishment and development of data centers, with Facebook’s Luleå
facility being a prime example. RISE was in need of a facility in
which to test the storage and analysis of large volumes of data.
Since the facility became operational, activities have covered
most data center related operations, from data analysis to research
on cooling and electrical supply for data centers, as well as
autonomous operation and artificial intelligence. “For example,
we have attempted to mimic desert termite hills by installing
chimneys on the server hall to reduce energy consumption,” says
Tor Björn Minde. “These chimneys use natural ventilation, a
proven method in other environments, and we wanted to try the
same thing here. We believe that with the help of the chimneys,
we have the potential to halve the energy consumption of the
fans – and that amounts to a lot of kilowatts.”
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Energy efficiency in focus

Energy efficiency and cooling are very much in focus at ICE.
Among other things, they are working to identify more efficient
means of conducting away the heat generated by the data center
servers. The solution may prove to be some form of liquid, such
as water or oil.
“Liquid is considerably more efficient than air when it comes to
transporting away heat,” explains Jon Summers, scientific leader at
ICE. “And we really need to find ways to be more efficient; the
amounts of data processed in data centers worldwide will only
increase and with that, energy consumption. It may not be something we think about, but every tiny operation a server performs,
every download of data, requires small amounts of energy. When
you add all of this activity up, the energy consumed is enormous.
The music video to “Gangnam Style” is one example; it was
streamed over three billion times on YouTube. The amount of
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“We attract
electricity-intensive industries,
like data centers, to Sweden.”

The
Investment
Developer
Patrik Öhlund is the CEO of the
commercial investment and
development hub, Node Pole.
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Hi Patrik! Tell us about Node Pole, what do you do?

Node Pole provides site-selection and other consultancy services
to clients with energy-intense operations, seeking to expand
their operations in the Nordics. It all started as a regional initiative in Luleå to attract data centers and early success was achieved
when Facebook chose to establish its first data center outside the
US in Luleå. Today, Node Pole is owned 50/50 by the energy
companies Vattenfall and Skellefteå Kraft, who chose to invest in
the company to intensify efforts to attract electricity-intensive
industries, like data centers, to Sweden. We work to make establishments as smooth and efficient as possible. We have worked
with Microsoft, Google and Amazon's data center establishments
in Central Sweden, as well as Northvolt's battery factory outside
of Skellefteå.
Node Pole is working to create increased sustainability in
electricity-intensive operations. How do you do this?

Sweden enjoys Europe’s lowest energy prices and also substantial
green energy abundance, enabling green growth for all types of
emerging energy-intensive industries. To further increase awareness of emissions in the data center industry, we have recently
launched a certification for green data centers, called Fossil Free
Data. By offering data centers the opportunity to certify their
data as green, we hope to set a transparent standard for sustainable data, and increase the incentive for companies to invest in
fossil-free data centers.
Talking about the Fossil Free Data labeling, what are the most
important sustainability measures for data center companies?

For data centers globally, the most important sustainability
measures are to reduce end-to-end, life-cycle greenhouse gas
emissions and to reduce waste (energy, heat, water, unused capacity, etc). I think that Sweden is well aligned with these objectives
and leading the development in some cases. Also, some of the
objectives are easier to achieve in Sweden due to great conditions here. Our low-carbon footprint in electricity generation
helps reduce emissions, which is part of the criteria for our Fossil
Free Data labeling. Other examples are good conditions for reuse of excess heat because of commonly available district heating
systems.
Node Pole also conduct an annual survey to find out consumers' attitudes to climate and environmentally friendly data.
What did that tell you this year?

It shows that 9 out of 10 would switch to a company that works
to reduce their climate footprint and that up to 72 percent are
prepared to pay more for a climate-friendly service compared to
one that is not. Furthermore, consumers see that companies are
the ones who are most responsible for solving the climate crisis,
as many as 51 percent see companies as primarily responsible,
compared with, for example, 41 percent for politicians.
You chair the Sustainability Committee within Infrastructure
Masons (iMasons). Tell us more about this and your role in it?

iMasons is an independent international organization created to
provide leaders in infrastructure and technical experts a forum
to gather, grow and contribute to the industry and to community development. The Sustainability Committee aims to create
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a global carbon-neutral and fossil-free digital infrastructure. My
role in the Committee is to inspire and develop resources to
make the data center industry more sustainable and ultimately
reduce the overall climate footprint.
In the Committee, you have been working with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and selected some that are
most important for the industry to work on. What have you
come up with there?

We have concluded that the areas where the data center industry
has the most direct impact on reaching the SDG’s are energy
(SDG 7 & 13) and resources (SDG 6 & 12). The industry overall
will also have an impact on SDG 9 (industry, innovation &
infrastructure). From an iMasons perspective, we believe that we
can support the industry in reaching the SDG’s by sharing best
practices, promote collaboration, develop common guidelines,
increase awareness and so on.
To support and drive the sustainability work in the industry,
we have started to develop a common strategy for sustainability.
With great support from senior leadership in the hyperscale
community, we have agreed on a common vision:
Every click improves the future
Digital Infrastructure contributes to the economy and society without
harming the planet

“9 out of 10 would switch to a
company that works to reduce their climate
footprint and up to 72 percent are prepared
to pay more for a climate-friendly service
compared to one that is not.”

Finally, what do you like to do in your spare time?

I enjoy spending time with my family and friends, both for outdoor activities such as skiing or sailing or indoors sharing a nice
dinner. I have also become one of those “mamils” (middle-aged
man in lycra), I got myself a nice road bike a couple of years ago
which I like to ride whenever possible.

Name: Patrik Öhlund
Background: Director Finance, Hydro Power at Vattenfall,
Director Operations at Ericsson among other things
Title: CEO of Node Pole
Age: 49 years old
Family: married to Birgit, two kids; Miranda and Vincent
Lives in: Luleå
Interests: Bicycling, skiing, sailing, travel, family and friends
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Fossil Free Data
The label Fossil Free Data guarantees that a data
center is energy efficient, low in carbon emissions
and uses 100% renewable energy.
If the Internet were a country, it would be the sixth largest consumer
of electricity on the planet. The energy footprint of the IT sector is
already estimated to consume approximately 7% of global electricity.
With an anticipated threefold increase in global internet traffic from
2017 to 2020, the internet’s energy footprint is expected to continue
to rise. In order to prevent any further significant damage to our
climate, we must make sure that our shift to renewable energy also
ensures environmentally friendly data handling. Therefore, Node
Pole is introducing a fossil-free data label to set a new transparent
standard for how to cater for masses of data sustainably.
As consumers shift their lifestyles toward environmentally-friendly
products and put pressure on companies, many are beginning to
realize that their data has a CO2 footprint. And as they do, demand
will increase rapidly for sustainable data solutions. With one in three
saying that they choose sustainable products and services and support
companies that take responsibility, it will come as welcome news
that Node Pole is helping ambitious companies demonstrate their
sustainability efforts—and to easily know if their data is green—by
introducing a new transparent fossil-free data label, and leading the
way for a green transition for data handling.
In order to obtain the label, companies must meet certain criteria
including the following (based on the iMasons DCPI report):
100 % renewable energy
energy usage efficiency (≤1.4 power usage efficiency)
n Less than 0.19 kg carbon emissions per kWh IT energy
n

n World-class

“Climate change is an enormous challenge for the global data
industry and both companies and consumer are now starting to realize the carbon footprint of digital use. By using the fossil free data
label, you stand out from competition and make it clear to customers and consumers that you handle data sustainably” says Christoffer
Svanberg, Chief Sustainability Officer, Node Pole.
There is a need for transparency to enable consumers to
compare and choose services based on sustainability. Fossil-free data
can become an extremely important tool for climate action and
particularly popular tech companies with streaming services as they
account for 75 percent of all traffic on fixed-line networks across
North America.
“The number of data centers in the world
will grow tremendously in the coming years,
and by ensuring that they are fossil free, the
tech industry can build a new sustainable
sector that can change the world for the
better,” says Christoffer Svanberg.
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“I want to work in the area of networks.”

The Student

Amanda Eriksson is a student in Computer Networking, an education
that is well suited for working in the data center industry.

The Teacher

Karl Andersson is the educational leader for the Higher
Education Diploma Program in Computer Networking
at Luleå University of Technology

“As society increasingly needs more experts who install and
monitor complex computer networks and servers, our students
are in great demand in a job market showing strong growth.”
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Hi Amanda! Tell us a little bit about
yourself?

I am originally from Linköping but have
lived in Luleå for a year. In my spare time
I like to work out at the gym and play ice
hockey.

It’s a two-year specialist training program focused on practical learning called the Higher Education Diploma Program in
Computer Networking at Luleå University of Technology.
We have designed the education to mimic working life conditions. Large parts of the studies are conducted in an advanced
networking laboratory, and in collaboration with local IT
companies.
After graduation, what can the students work with in the area
of data centers?

They can design, deploy and maintain computer networks and
complex IT environments, and manage new network services
for fixed and mobile computer networks. As society increasingly
needs more experts who install and monitor complex computer
networks and servers, our students are in great demand in a job
market in strong growth.
On which of the courses will students meet you?

I usually teach courses in programming, technical communication and network monitoring. In addition, I hold project
management courses and supervise degree projects.
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What is it like to study at Luleå University
of Technology and in Skellefteå?

I have long had an interest in computers.
When I found this program, it felt just
right for me to apply.

Skellefteå is a small campus and it is fun to
study here because you really get to know
many people. In addition, get quality
contact time with the teachers and get a
lot of help.

What is the most fun and challenging

What do students like yourself do in their

thing about your education?

spare time?

The most fun thing is to understand new
things! The most challenging thing is that

There are, for example, student associations to join, you can, among other things,

Why study computer networking?

Hi Karl! You are the educational leader for one of the university programs targeted towards students who wants to work
in the data center industry. Tell us more about it.

you need to be disciplined to sit down
and study. To do this you need to make
time for study alongside attending all the
lectures and lab work.

watch movies and play games. In addition,
there is the opportunity to take part in
sports at the campus facilities and there
is a student pub. So, in summary, I think
student life is good!
What do you want to do after
graduation?

I want to work in the area of networks.
Do you have any advice for anyone who
wants to study computer networks?

Don't feel that you need any prior knowledge. Make sure to start studying in plenty
of time and study together with your
classmates, then it will be easier!

What do you want students to take away from your courses?

The most important thing is to create curiosity for the subject,
to give the students tools to search for information themselves
and to learn even more on their own, so that they develop into
independent actors who are able to solve all possible tasks.
What is the most enjoyable thing about teaching?

To meet the students and be able to discuss interesting issues
with eager and interested students and see how they grow and
gain deeper and deeper knowledge and insights into a subject
area. This gives me lots of energy and also ideas for new areas to
include in the future.
Name: Karl Andersson
Background: IT consultant
Title: Associate Professor of Pervasive and Mobile Computing,
teaches at the Higher Education Diploma Program in Computer
Networking and Executive Director at CDT, Luleå University of
Technology
Age: 49 years old
Family: A son and a daughter
Lives in: Skellefteå
Interests: Travelling, Music, Hanging out with friends
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“We have designed the education to mimic working life conditions.
Large parts of the studies are conducted in an advanced networking
laboratory, and in collaboration with local IT companies.”

Some of the educational programs in the data center area at
Luleå University of Technology
Master and Bachelor Program in Computer Science and Engineering
Master Program in Green Networking and Cloud Computing
Master Program in Data Science
Higher Education Diploma Program in Computer Networking
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The
Spin-off

“We partner with a lot of
great data center providers
who want to allow their customers
to use cloud native services.”

Robert Winter is the CEO of Elastisys,
a spin-off company from Umeå University based
on world-leading research in automation
and computer cloud optimization.
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Hi Robert! Elastisys is a spin-off from Umeå University. Tell
us more about how it all started.

The research group started out in 2006 working together with
companies like IBM Research building federated clouds before
the term cloud was coined. The team then quickly grew to become Europe's strongest academic groups in their field, forming
Elastisys as a spin-off to industrialize research findings. Since then
Elastisys have been an active participant in the open source and
cloud ecosystem and what is now the cloud-native space centered around the projects the Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) hosts, like Kubernetes.
You work with container
orchestration. Can you, in an
easy way, explain what it is
and what you do?

or as in the case of Compliant Kubernetes,
downloading the source code and running it
themselves.

Elastisys also works to make preschool children's data
more secure. Tell us more about that.

How is your company connected to data
centers?

That is a funny story and the result of our work with the Swedish preschool management platform Tempus. They are a real
success story and have a great modern solution for managing
preschool activity, all the way from digital attendance planning
using your mobile phone to advanced admin and reporting features for preschool personnel.
Obviously, handling children's data makes data security extremely important and
the demands of the Swedish
municipalities are very high.
To solve this, Tempus runs
their whole application stack
on our Compliant Kubernetes
platform which we host on
infrastructure from our partner
Safespring which have a long history of providing premium
Swedish cloud services to the Nordic public sector.

“We see a growing interest in using local,
national or European data centers.This
is partly driven by the need to comply
to national and European legislations,
partly a matter of trust and comfort.”

In short, modern application
development means building
your app with many, smaller
building blocks (imaging Lego)
instead of as previously one big
building block (aka monolith).
These building blocks are containers - each being an isolated unit of software complete with
all the dependencies your app needs to run in the same way from
your development laptop to your test and production environments. Benefits include less overhead, increased portability and
consistency as well as the faster turnaround times that come with
the flexibility of allowing teams to own, develop, and ship separate parts of your application independently.
A modern application can contain anything from a couple
to thousands of containers and container orchestration came
about from the need to manage the often-complex lifecycles of
containers in large, dynamic environments. A container orchestration platform manages provisioning and deployment, scaling,
placement, health monitoring and a ton of other tasks that you
rather not do manually for your containers. After a few initial
years Kubernetes emerged as the de facto standard and is today
the second most popular open source project after Linux with a
huge momentum in the enterprise space.
At Elastisys we have packaged an open source distribution of
Kubernetes called Compliant Kubernetes that focuses on providing a security hardened Kubernetes platform configured according to industry best practices. Compliant Kubernetes comes out
of the box with tools to enable compliance over the application
lifecycle, all the way from building your application to deploying it, operating it and proving compliance at audits. This allows
regulated or security minded industries to achieve cloud native
velocity while at the same time sleeping well at night, knowing
that they are compliant with regulations like ISO-27001, PCIDSS, GDPR, GxP etc.
Besides providing Compliant Kubernetes as an open source
solution and managed service, we also offer managed services
for other parts of the cloud native stack like databases, logging,
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monitoring and message queues for customers, and provide
professional services helping companies in their cloud native
transformations.

What types of customers come to you?

We work with a lot of companies that have strict security requirements regarding how their workloads and data are managed
- these can be in regulated industries like healthcare, financial
services or public sector that have regulations like ISO-27001,
PCI-DSS or GDPR governing them, or just security-minded
enterprises in general. Another common type of customers are
the ones who need to build cloud-agnostic solutions that are
not tied to any specific cloud-provider’s services but instead can
run everywhere from on-premise data centers to different cloud
providers located across the globe; then cloud-native software
like Kubernetes is a great fit.
A common use case when companies reach out to us is when
they need to migrate to a European cloud provider either for
regulatory reasons or when entering new markets. Then
we help them get an equivalent experience for their containerbased application stack as they are used to from the big hyperscale cloud providers.
What do your customers get at Elastisys which they can’t
get anywhere else?

Fully featured managed services for the most common cloud native open source projects like Kubernetes, Postgres, Elasticsearch,
Prometheus and NATS that allow customers to consume their
modern open source stack in the way they are used to from the
big American hyperscale clouds, but with a strong focus on data
security and regulatory compliance while doing so. Also, they
get their choice of running it as a managed service on top of a
number of cloud providers located under European jurisdiction,

We partner with a lot of great data center
providers who want to allow their customers
to consume cloud native services. Currently
we offer a range of services together with
different data center partners ranging from
managed container services to databases,
logging, monitoring, message queues and all
the other cloud native components modern
organizations utilize to deliver their software
faster and better to their users.
Do you see any trends in the future regarding data centers, 5-10 years ahead
globally and in Northern sweden?

In contrast to early expectations for cloud
computing to converge to a small number of
hyperscale providers, we now see a growing
interest in using local, national or European
data centers. This is partly driven by the need
to comply to national and European legislations, partly a matter of trust and comfort.
There is also a mega-trend away from only
providing raw virtualized hardware and using
virtual machines to instead provide services
based on higher layer abstractions like containers and Kubernetes to allow customers to
build their applications faster, more available
and more cloud-agnostic.
Finally, how do you like to spend your
spare time?

Currently teaching the girls to become
pro soccer players to secure my retirement
fund and spending my evenings setting up a
friend’s app on AWS Lambda.

Name: Robert Winter
Background: Business Coach at
Uminova Innovation, Manager Northern
Sweden at Alten Sweden, Consultant and
Teamleader CGI
Title: CEO of Elastisys
Age: 36
Family: Girlfriend and two kids, 5 and
4 years
Lives in: Umeå, Sweden
Interests: Trailrunning, gaming
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“Sustainability is very much more in the
spotlight today than a year ago.“

The
Regional
Developer

Nils Lindh is Director of Data Center Development
at Boden Business Agency. He is promoting Boden as an
attractive location for energy intensive industries and supporting
investors in their establishment process.
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Hi Nils! You grew up on the Swedish west coast, but your
mother is from the UK.

and business growth. For this Boden Business Park needs to have
all the services to support such a vision.

That is correct. I was born in Germany where my parents met.
My mother worked for the British Army and was stationed in
Germany at that time. She grew up outside Eastbourne in a
county called East Sussex.

As you mentioned, Boden Business Park is educating game
development students. What does the connection between
games and data centers look like?

You have lived in the UK yourself. Does being a native speaker
help you in your job?

I lived in the UK for 5 years on two occasions. The first time I
lived in Windsor, and the second time I lived in Maidenhead. I
believe my background has helped me a lot in my international
work. One way of looking at it, is being able to bridge cultural
differences and help in the communication between cultures.
Almost like being a diplomat.
What is it like to work with business development in a municipality context? What is your role?

Part of my role is in the global market promoting Boden as an
attractive location for energy intensive industries, which means
I travel a lot to meet the market and create demand. The other
part is to be a welcoming host for visitors, and to support investors in their establishment process.
What are the advantages and the disadvantages of your job?
What does an ordinary day look like?    

One advantage is that my work is very flexible when it comes to
working hours. This means that one day I may start at 7 am and
because of different time zones it may end around 9pm, while
another day I have to take my kids to training and leave early.
As long as this is managed properly, I see only advantages in this.
An ordinary day for me is to communicate externally in English,
while internally all communication is in Swedish. By communication I mean emailing, conference calls, meetings etc.
Boden Business Park has just expanded with a new large
building, more office space and a new game development and
a new e-commerce education.

Yes, the demand for premises at Boden Business Park is steadily
increasing. Many industries are already represented here today, everything from creative industries such as the gaming industry to the IT
industry, environmental technology as well as a film studio. Now, the
park has expanded with a 5400 square meters state-of-the-art building containing a gaming studio, a gym, a new restaurant, conference
rooms and an event space that can accommodate 200 people. As a
whole, we want to create a functional and pleasant environment for
companies to work and grow in.The new facility also contains a
vast educational space while a gaming industry's campus is emerging in the park, a talent pipeline right in to the international gaming
companies. At present, there are educational programs in indie
game development, web development and e-commerce as well as
a software test program. Game and web developer students from all
over the country and the world have come to Boden to study. So far,
five gaming companies, of which two are from the US, have chosen
to establish themselves in the same building as the courses are run.
About 75 students are now divided between the two years of indie
game education and one year at the web developer training. About
80 percent of the participants are not from Norrbotten.
What is the vision for the park going forward?

We are developing Boden Business Park into a hub for emerging
technologies, which includes education, innovation, development
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The synergies between game development and data centers are
many. One of the most obvious one is the usage of Graphical
Processing Units or GPUs.This powerful hardware is used predominately in the High-Performance Compute (HPC) segment
of data centers. More and more emerging technology applications,
including gaming, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and
Blockchains, are demanding a lot of compute power rather than
storage of data.
You are participating in the Type One DC project which just
won an award at the DCD Awards in London. Why did you win
and what is the next step with the project?

We who work in this Horizon 2020 funded project are very
proud to have won this prestigious award. We have put a lot of
work into it. The reason the consortium won is because we have
been very innovative in energy efficiency solutions. By using
existing engineering principles, we have managed to reduce the
energy usage for data center services to a minimum, meaning
that most of the energy is used for the IT servers.
The project ends on September 30, 2020. The focus of the
project has been on energy efficiency. Therefore, I would personally like to see a next step in how to re-use the heat energy
produced that is today wasted. Recycling and reuse of energy
that financially makes sense.
Do you see any trends in the data center industry? What will
happen in the next 5-10 years?

Sustainability is very much more in the spotlight today than a year
ago. On one hand large data centers are moving more towards locations where green energy sources are available, and on the other
hand smaller EDGE data centers using green power technologies
will be located in city and urban locations. Due to the vast amount
of Hydropower and the fantastic power infrastructure in the region, Northern Sweden will continue to be an attractive location
for data center and other energy intensive industry establishments.
We have heard that in your spare time you are a dedicated
"sports parent". What do your kids do? What do you like to do
yourself in your spare time?

Currently all my spare time is spent caring for the kids’ leisure
and sports activities. I sometimes wish that I took better care of
myself, but everything has its own time.
Name: Nils Lindh
Background: Technical sales manager at Fortlax data center,
Pre-sales manager at Operax, Solution Architect at Ericsson,
among other things. BSc from University of Gothenburg in Computer Science.
Title: Director of Data Center Development at Boden Business
Agency
Age: 49 years old
Family: Married with two daughters
Lives in: Sävast, Boden
Interests: Travelling and experiencing new cultures. Family
activities. Dedicated sports fan.
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“We are developing Boden Business Park
into a hub for emerging technologies,
which includes education, innovation,
development and business growth.”
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Award for

ultra-efficient
and sustainable
data center in Boden
Boden Type DC won a prestigious DCD Award for their truly remarkable results
from the sustainable, ultra-efficient, ultra-low-cost data center that has been built
in Boden, having using innovative engineering principles.
Many say DCD’s Annual Global Awards Ceremony is the Oscars of the data center industry.
Several hundred participants gathered from all
over the world in London on the 5th of December 2019 to see who the winners were.
The Boden Type DC project, funded by the
EU’s Horizon 2020 programme came first in
the Non-profit category competing with other
ambitious ideas. The award is about recognizing
the great initiatives to educate and influence
the data center sector that NGOs, professional
bodies and academia put together.
László Kozma, Project Coordinator at H1
Systems and one of the team members says:
- At H1 Systems we were aiming exactly
for this great European cooperation with this
global goal of increasing data center energy
efficiency when we launched the project. It is
really great to see how we have raised awareness
all over the world from Singapore’s OCP teams
to London’s DCD Award jury.
Another project partner, Alan Beresford, MD
at EcoCooling says:
-The award highlights what has been
achieved by the consortium members in the
last two years. We are very proud of the project
and the results so far and are looking forward
to seeing the impact this has on improving the
efficiency of data centers across Europe.
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BODEN TYPE DC
The Boden Type DC project has created a
data center prototype which is exceptionally energy and resource efficient, as well
as cost-effective to build and to operate.
The 600kW prototype facility located in
Boden, Northern sweden, is a living lab
and demonstration site. The wooden,
scalable, modular design uses free air and
evaporative cooling technologies and is
both extremely cost-effective as well as
environmentally friendly to build.
The consortium behind the data center
consists of Hungarian data center engineering specialist H1 Systems, UK based
cooling manufacturer EcoCooling, German
research institute Fraunhofer IOSB, Swedish research institute RISE and Boden
Business Agency. The activities are funded
by the European Commission’s Horizon
2020 program.

Alan Beresford, MD EcoCooling and László Kozma, Project Coordinator, H1 systems
with the Award.
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The
PhD Student
Cristina Ramos Cáceres is a PhD Student in Architecture with an urban
planning perspective at Luleå University of Technology. She is looking at
how to design cities to integrate data centers in a sustainable way and
solve the missing-links which hinder data center waste-heat utilization
from happening.

“Preliminary calculations have shown that a hyper-scale data center like
Facebook could feed approximately ten times the current surface area of greenhouse
vegetable farms in Norrbotten yearly.That shows the potential of planning
data centers next to urban greenhouses inside the city in order to increase food
self-sufficiency in northern regions.To achieve this, urban strategic planning
and data center strategic planning should be well coordinated.”
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Hi Cristina! You are working in two research projects related to
excess heat utilization in data centers. Tell us about what you
are trying to accomplish.

One project is called Multifunctional-Data Centers. It is within
the Cloudberry-Data centers National Research Center project,
financed by The Swedish Energy Agency.This project focuses on
the current data center sector’s challenges related to urban planning
from a circular cities economy perspective. For the last few years,
the data center sector has become more conscious of the amount of
excess heat they produce. Some excess heat utilization strategies have
been implemented within certain local contexts, like data centers
that warm up homes in Stockholm. However, utilizing excess heat
is not yet a requirement in most of the existing and new data center

establishments in Sweden, leading to having most of the data centers’
excess-heat unused.Within my research I try to focus on solving the
missing-links within strategic urban planning that hinder data center
excess heat utilization from happening. From the circular cities'
perspective, there are two ways to manage excess heat; to reduce it
and/or to use it. It is crucial to take the opportunity and make the
emerging data center industry have circular value chains from the
beginning and to avoid falling into the linearity of some traditional
industries.
The other project I am working in is called DC-Farming. It is a
cooperation between Luleå University of Technology (LTU),The
Food Print Lab and RISE SICS North and it is funded by VINNOVA.This project is an example of a multi-functional data center.
It focuses on how two different sectors can cooperate to make an
industrial symbiosis happen, utilizing the excess-heat from the data
center industry for greenhouse horticulture*.This cooperation is
particularly relevant in the Northern Regions. Data centers have
been establishing for the last years in these regions, interested in the
cold climate used for free-cooling and having access to the renewable energy hydropower, but as a result, producing a lot of heat, a
resource which the agriculture sector needs for growing vegetables
inside greenhouses in order to extend the growing season and make
the business profitable.
Nowadays, the agricultural sector in Norrbotten uses a high percentage of peat sources to heat up the greenhouses, resulting in high
environmental impact with high CO2 emissions.That is an impact
which can be avoided if industrial excess heat sources are considered. The matchmaking within these two sectors seems promising. Preliminary calculations within the project have shown that a
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“Here in northern Sweden
I feel that I can trust
people more without
knowing them.”

hyperscale data center like Facebook could feed approximately ten
times the current number of greenhouses in Norrbotten yearly with
heat.That shows the potential of implementing data center farms to
increase food self-sufficiency in the Northern regions.
One of the biggest challenges within the feasibility study is to see
how the data center as an intermittent heat source, can match and
fulfil the heat demand of a greenhouse during the different seasons.
Further studies in relation to this matter will be presented during
the coming year in cooperation with different research groups at the
university. Stakeholders participation in the design of this new value
chain between two different sectors is a challenge but essential in
our way of working.Two workshops were planned last year 2019,
and two more will take place during 2020 in order to prepare a solid
foundation to make data center farms part of our urban landscape in
a near future.
What is it like to be working as a PhD Student at LTU?

Working at LTU is an advantage.There is an international environment which is a valuable experience not only professionally but also
personally. And there is time for both working and enjoying life at
the same time. I have made great friends at the university and have
good colleagues, in whom I find support when challenging moments appear during PhD life.
When doing a PhD, one has a lot of individual work most of the
time, like reading and writing in front of the computer. However,
LTU has different PhD courses and research activities that PhD
students need to fulfill during the PhD studies.Within these courses
and activities one can interact, have fruitful discussions and have
fun with the other PhD students within other departments at the

university. Conferences and workshops are also included inside the
PhD responsibilities, being a great opportunity to network, learn and
find out interesting and pioneering research within ones’ field.
Your background is in the area of architecture. How does this
relate to data centers and why did you decide to go into the
data center area?

My background is within the architecture field, true, but within urban planning as well. I did my bachelor’s in architecture specialized
in architecture and construction, at the University of Zaragoza and
after that I did my master thesis, which was more oriented towards
urban planning and blue and green infrastructure development**.
The focus of my research is not directly linked with the design and

construction of the data centers in itself, but how to design cities
that are ready to integrate data centers in a sustainable way. My
research has currently an urban planning perspective. However, I
am partly working with the design of how a Multifunctional-data
center could look and function together with the team inside the
DC-farming project.
Before starting my PhD on this topic of data centers, I was
working together with two other colleagues in integrating urban
farming facilities in the city of Gothenburg.Together we started
a company called “The Food Print Lab” with the vision to make
cities more resilient by enhancing the local food system. While
planning to extend our vision to other cities, like Luleå, it appeared
that establishing urban farms in extremely cold climates was more
challenging than in the south of Sweden, as light and heat is scarce
during great part of the year.The idea to investigate how to connect
available industrial excess heat sources, like the data center industry,
to potential heat users, like urban greenhouse farms, was one of the
drivers, among others, that made me take the decision to start working within the data center area.
Why did you choose to move from Spain to Luleå and how do
you like it here?

I have previously studied during a semester in Luleå, back in 2013,
with an Erasmus scholarship. I had an unforgettable experience that
semester, and still maintain close relationships with people I met
back then, including my French partner. I continued my Bachelor
studies and finished my masters back in Spain and decided to move
back to Luleå. My partner and I think that Luleå is a charming and
special place, and after almost 4 years living here, we still think so.

The very cold climate makes you appreciate even more the warm
things, like the people, fire, sauna, stews…
Is it something that surprised you about northern sweden
when you moved here?

The amount of snow and the endless landscape. It is so beautiful! I
do enjoy as well the feeling of community and safety that in general
society has in Sweden. I feel that the welfare system is “fairer”, at
least if compared to the Spanish system. Spain has many great things,
like the food, the health system, my family and friends, but could
improve some others that are not that great.
Here in northern Sweden, I feel that I can trust people more without knowing them.

What do you like to do in your spare time, when you're not
researching?

I do everything I can.Winter sports, hiking, climbing, handcraft and
renovating a timber house after work. I also try to relax by cooking
and sitting in front of a cozy fire at home.
Finally, do you have any plans for the future?

The long-term future is always uncertain. In the short-term I can
see myself living in Luleå, working within the architecture and
urban planning fields, in a close collaboration between the public
sector, private sector and academia.
* The agriculture of plants, mainly for food.
** Blue and green infrastructure is about combining green spaces alongside water
management.

Name: Cristina Ramos Cáceres
Age: 28
Title: PhD Student in Architecture with an urban planning
perspective at Luleå University of Technology
From: Spain
Currently living in: Luleå, Northern sweden
Family: My French partner Youen, my three sisters Marta, my
twin Maria and Macarena, Mom Esperanza and Dad Feliciano
Leisure interests: skiing, running, climbing, dancing, knitting,
painting, handcraft, cooking
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Who will be the first data
center farmer in Sweden?
Data center farming is a project that wants to use the
excess heat from data centers to increase the proportion of locally produced food in Norrbotten. The
cultivation is the first in Sweden that will be linked
to a data center to assess how excess heat can be
reused in a greenhouse or a cultivation facility.
Thanks to the excess heat, the temperature in the cultivation facility is estimated to be able to reach 25-30 degrees year-round.The
suitable temperature and the ability to grow all year round make it
possible to grow crops that are not normally grown in Norrbotten.
Things like fruits and berries, vegetables, and fish farming are all
possible in these conditions. Restaurants in central Luleå indicate,
among other things, that there is an interest in more tropical fruits
and chilies, but also other exciting varieties of zucchini, carrots and
other vegetables.
The project has arranged two workshops, and two more are
planned for 2020, to find farmers who want to start to cultivate.
Suzanna Törnroth, PhD Student at Luleå University of Technology
and part of the project says:
-The workshops went well, we managed to attract local and
regional farmers that are interested in the project and who were
interested to also network with one another.We were grateful to

have farming experts from several cities such as New York, Gothenburg and Stockholm to give lectures during the workshops.
The workshops have given us insight to the farmers’ dreams, needs
and challenges concerning their farming futures, and together, the
participants explored different possible innovative ideas of greenhouse farming.We are although, still in the process of searching for a
farmer to commit to collaborating with us for an experimental data
center greenhouse prototype here in Norrbotten.
The possibilities for data center cultivation will be evaluated in
connection with the Vinnova-financed project “DC-Farming”.The
project is led by the partners RISE, Luleå University of Technology
and The Foodprint Lab Architects in collaboration with local growers, data centers and public actors. Furthermore, there is an ongoing
process for establishing a base on the needs and demands generated
from the workshops.

Greenhouse at data center
Researchers at Luleå Univesity of Technology want
to take advantage of the excess heat generated by
many industries in a better way. In a cold city like
Luleå there are both heavy industries and large data
centers that create large amounts of heat, which
is apparent during the cold part of the year when
steam rises to the sky.

region", says Agatino Rizzo, Associate Professor in Urban Planning
at Luleå University of Technology.
Many farms in Sweden have high production costs due to the
need for added energy and tend to grow a single crop to optimize
profit. However, this is a vulnerable business model, as it reduces the
adaptability of farmers to market changes.

"We have previously researched this with, among others,Vattenfall
and Bodens municipality.The difference this time is that we are
going into more detail about how new types of greenhouses can be
designed to utilize excess heat from data centers including lighting
and humidity. By involving stakeholders in food production, we
can both develop and evaluate greenhouse solutions", says Marcus
Sandberg, researcher in Construction Management and Building
Technology at Luleå University of Technology.
In the Nordic countries, there are major challenges for the
agricultural industry in terms of significant climate constraints, but
there are also potentials for energy sources that can make agriculture
more sustainable and help achieve the food supply objective in the
government's strategy.
"The purpose of this project is to find technical, economic and
social synergies between greenhouse gases and data centers that can
help make agriculture competitive and sustainable in the Nordic
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The Cloud
Entrepreneur
Data centers are not only a prerequisite for the entire Internet, but also for cloud
businesses. Patricia Karlsson is the founder and CEO of Team Tools, a local
cloud company that offers an innovative mobile checkout app for sport clubs.

“With a great commitment and a heart that is passionate about sports
clubs, Patricia has developed a digital platform that simplifies the future
for sport clubs.The first service,TeamPay, creates order and clarity, increases
profitability and facilitates non-profit engagement. Patricia's strong drive
will take her far and hopefully inspire more people to dare and think big.”
Motivation for the award “The Entrepreneur of the Year” at Boden Business Gala
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Hi Patricia! Tell us about your company Team Tools.

A few years ago, I received a request to be the events manager for
my son's hockey team. I knew that profitability was low in the kiosk
business and I wanted to test how much difference our parent group
could make over a weekend.We made almost 1/3 of the annual
result, which made me end up on the board with responsibility for
managing the kiosk and lottery ticket sales.
I am fired up by efficient flows so I turned the kiosk into a LEAN
factory. I managed to buy a cheap old bulky cash register to register
the purchases, which provided safer money management than just
dropping cash into a cash box. By constantly linking sales to results,
the kiosk became everyone's concern.The easiest way to get people
involved is to give feedback, show gratitude and give praise.
This made me realize that more sports clubs would benefit from
promotional sales activities by, among other things, registering purchases. And why hold on to clumsy cash registers if you can develop
a mobile app? Since I have a background as a business developer and
expertise in sales and process flows, I saw great opportunities as sales
in sports clubs are often very underdeveloped.
What makes Team Tools services different from your
competitors?

Our first service TeamPay is a cash register designed to meet the
unique needs and challenges of sports clubs, unlike all other solutions
on the market. Our cash register is easy to use, it provides good sales
statistics and you can quickly create more sales stations and thereby
reduce queues. Our users consist of volunteers who have never
used a sales station before.The cash register is perceived more as a
calculator than an advanced sales station. Everyone can use TeamPay
immediately, without needing any introduction or training.
Since queues for food sales during a sports event can occur suddenly, for a short space of time, it is important to be able to open
more cash registers from one second to another and enable many
payment stations. One of the innovative solutions is a smart invitation function that makes it easier to help.The effect is that TeamPay
drives sales.The statistics available are extremely valuable as many
events are repeated. Purchasing and preparatory steps become more
accurate and in this way food waste is also reduced. In the not too
distant future, we will also be able to use big data and artificial intelligence to guide the sports clubs to even greater success.
You have made a career change, from physiotherapist to IT
entrepreneur. Do you miss working as a physiotherapist?

For me it has been completely natural.The great thing about being
a physiotherapist is that it feels very meaningful. Nothing can really
replace the value of being on a journey and helping an individual
return to a functioning life after a brain injury. But it feels very
meaningful in my current work as well, because I truly believe we
will revolutionize the way sports clubs are run with our services.To
simplify and guide individuals, groups or businesses from one goal to
another, that is very pleasing.
What does the future look like for the company?

At this moment, Sweden and the world have been affected by the
Corona virus.We have had long-standing dialogues with several investors which have now paused. Now that all sports clubs' activities
have stopped, so have our revenues. But we will, nevertheless, continue to develop our solutions.TeamPay, which was created for sales
during events, will be further developed to also handle individual
team sales and offer traceability at the individual level within differ-
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ent groupings, allowing sports clubs to allocate funds to the right
team.We would also like to partner with banks, as TeamPay makes it
easier to comply with anti-money laundering laws.
You are known for your tremendous drive and entrepreneurial
spirit. Where did you get your momentum from and what motivates you?

I want to make a difference, simplify and create value. In other
words, things that counteract the waste of time, money and energy!
My focus is on eliminating inefficient working methods, and unprofitable activities and reducing the risk of money ending up in the
wrong pockets. It should be easy, profitable and fun to get involved
regardless of whether you are the club cashier, the team leader or a
volunteer.
I am motivated by an almost naive optimism. I dislike it when
people only see obstacles and say no without even knowing what
the situation requires. Because if you would rather set the goal a
little too high, regardless of whether you are a patient, operations
manager or an sports club, you reach considerably farther than if
the naysayers are allowed to take a seat and govern. Often naysayers are few but sound loud. The yea- sayers are so many more but
often silent.
Recently you became “The Regional Finalist in Venture Cup
Sweden Startup 2019” in the category Impact Maker as well as
“The Entrepreneur of the Year” at Boden Business Gala. How
did that make you feel?

It was fantastic! The journey to becoming a successful company
is long and as everyone understands, it is not all downhill. Getting
confirmation that you are on the right track is worth a lot because
you put all your energy and lots of capital into your idea. Awards can
give you confirmation that you are on the right track, create attention that can contribute to increased sales and help in dialogue with
financiers, investors and banks.
Finally, what do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

"TeamPay was an obvious choice when our orienteering club simultaneously
co-organized the Swedish National Championships, the Junior World Championships,
the European Youth Championships and the World Cup in Ski Orienteering.
The system is easy to learn and use, for volunteers both young and old,
and it simplifies accounting. By being able to quickly open more sales stations,
we can reduce queues and increase sales.We are very pleased with
the system and will continue to use it."
Annika Svensson, Chairman of SK Björnen

I must admit that the job has taken almost all of the waking hours
over the past three years.There is always something you are driven
to think about that benefits the development.Therefore, my Mac
often accompanies me, whether I’m in the deck chair or on the
couch, on the stand or bus on the way to the children's sports games.
I also enjoy spending time with my children taking them to their
different sports activities, travelling to a warm country, being at the
golf course or on the ski slope.

Team Tools was founded by Patricia Karlsson and develops tools that facilitate for sports
clubs. Among other things, they have developed TeamPay, a mobile checkout app that
handles order, payment and statistics for sport clubs. Read more at: www.teampay.se

Name: Patricia Karlsson
Background: Physiotherapist and Business developer
Title: CEO and Founder of Team Tools Sweden AB
Age: 49 years old
Family: Husband Jan 48 years old, son Rasmus 18 years old,
daughter Mimmi 15 years old
Lives in: Sävast, Boden
Interests: Travelling, golf, downhill skiing
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The
Politician
“The municipality have invested
in dedicated resources to promote
Boden as a destination for data
center establishments.”

Claes Nordmark is the Mayor of Boden
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Tell us about your role as a Mayor of Boden. What does an ordinary day look like?

An ordinary day for me as the Mayor of Boden contains lots of different meetings both with
colleagues in politics from Boden and from other municipalities and regions. I try as much
as I can to visit different companies, schools, retirement homes, villages and other places
all around Boden, as I want to know how things are going and which things the people of
Boden think could be done in a better way. I take part in inaugurations and make speeches.
I communicate a lot with journalists and through social media. And I try to find time to
practise sports.

“Recently, we signed an agreement with the
Swedish Energy Agency to develop Boden as a
strategic node for a sustainable energy system.”

Why did you become a politician?

When I was growing up, I was mainly into sports. Then I studied natural science programme
at Björknäsgymnasiet (senior high school) and fulfilled the mandatory military duty for 15
months at the artillery A 8 in Boden. After that I started studying biology and molecular biology at Uppsala University, but I soon felt like something was missing. I was 24 at the time,
thinking about what I really wanted to do with my life and felt that I needed a break. I went
to Norway, worked hard and made money in the fishing industry followed by a four-month
trip to New Zealand, Australia and Thailand.
Coming back, I realized that I wanted to make a change, improve our society and the
world and decided to switch to political science and became politically active in the Social
Democrats. And that feeling, of wanting to bring about change, still drives me to this day. The
possibility to change and improve, interact with people, being a part of a team pushing our
society forward gives me the energy to work politically.
Why is it important to attract data centers to Boden?

We are fortunate in having available an abundance of sustainable hydro generated power that
we want to refine and make use of locally. This gives Boden the opportunity to attract data
centers or any other energy intensive industry that consumes a lot of electricity, which in
turn entails an opportunity to create direct and indirect jobs that are attractive. Looking at it
from a global perspective and how to reach the carbon emission goals, Boden can contribute
to these goals by offering attractive sites with sustainable and resilient energy sources.
What does the future look like for Boden in the field of data centers?

The future looks very bright. The data center industry is much more aware of and committed to sustainability goals. Our sites into which we have invested a lot of time, effort and
money are ready to meet this market demand. The main goal is to ‘fill’ our sites with a data
center industry cluster and its ecosystem.
Recently, we signed an agreement with the Swedish Energy Agency to develop Boden as a
strategic node for a sustainable energy system.The purpose with this engagement is to create
a symbiosis between existing energy intensive industries, material- and energy flows, and to
develop the conditions for further establishments. Producing different kinds of foods from
reusing energy can be one example in this symbiosis.
One success factor is that the municipality has invested in dedicated resources to promote
Boden as a destination for data center establishments, also working in close cooperation with
the planning department and the local utility providers.
Finally, what do you like to do in your spare time?

I like to spend time with my wife, our families and friends. I practise sports like football, running, skiing and padel. I work on our house and garden and I like to be out in the beautiful
Norrbotten countryside for activities such as hunting, fishing and picking berries.
Name: Claes Nordmark
Background: Former Political Advisor to the Minister for Rural Affairs at the Ministry of
Enterprise and Innovation, different positions within the Swedish Social Democratic Party, the
PR agency Westander, the Swedish Armed Forces and etc.
Title: Mayor of Boden and Chairman of the board of the Municipalities of Norrbotten
Age: 43
Family: Wife
Lives in: Boden
Interests: Politics, practising sports, working on our house and garden and activities in the
countryside
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The
Technician
“In this industry there is a lot of
investment and development is
progressing extremely fast.”

Christer Hellquist is an IT technician at Hi5.
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Tell us about your role!

Would you recommend others to work at a data center?

I am the Technical Operations Manager for our operational services
and make sure our data centers and our services deliver what we
need.We have different teams divided into different competencies,
for example we have a Linux team, a Microsoft windows team and
a network and communication team.Within the teams, we have
tasks such as planning and implementing change management,
external monitoring, and handling of security threats. I have a unifying role and ensure that each team proposes, plans, and executes
actions.

Yes, absolutely. If you like new technology, constant changes and
quickly picking up new concepts then it is a very interesting and
fascinating job.This industry is seeing a lot of investment and the
development is progressing extremely fast.

What does an ordinary day
look like?

I feel a great responsibility and due to that some pressure. Nothing can go wrong. A data center must operate 24/7, and behind
it there has to be an organization which is prepared and people
who monitor and supervise
everything around the clock,
all year round.You may have to
work evenings and weekends
unexpectedly.To reduce this, no
spontaneous ideas can be carried out during the scheduled
maintenance, so any work in
the data centers has to be carefully planned.

“As more and more people understand
that data is the new gold, customers will
want to use the data, not just store it.”

I am reviewing any change requests we’ve received, whether
it is a customer who wants
something done or if it is one
of our teams that has identified something that needs to be
addressed. I also look through
monitoring systems and logs that
collect information about performance and availability. It may also
be necessary to plan ahead for new projects and investments, service
windows, or customers moving in or out of cloud services. Services
such as replacing a cooling unit, power supply or internet connection, are carried out in the evening to ensure as little disruption as
possible.Those tasks are done by 5-8 people, approximately once
a month, and everything is carefully planned. Since we have two
separate data centers, we can shut down the one we work on and
still have everything available through the other location. For us,
communication with our customers is vital and a monthly newsletter keeps everyone informed and on top of any scheduled upgrades
or maintenance work.We are ISO-certified according to several
ISO-standards, Information Security is one of them. Since we also
host governmental authorities in our data centers we need to work
even more in an orderly and structured fashion, with emphasis on
safety and security. Moreover, we frequently perform risk analysis
and try to think outside all boxes that might exist and come up
with scenarios where things can go wrong.We then both rank the
scenarios according to how likely they are to happen, and prepare
strategies for how to act, who to contact and how to respond.
What is it like to work at a data center?

When working as a cloud IT technician, you don’t actually need
to be physically close to the data center very often.We strive to be
able to remotely manage any and all scenarios. Once a month we
are in the data center and have an exact plan for what to do.We try
to be in the data center as little as possible because it is unnecessary
to be close to the technology and also there is always a potential
risk of mistakes being made when working in it.

Name: Christer Hellquist
Background: Been working since 1995 as technician
Title: IT-technician
Age: 48 years old
Family: Wife and three teenage kids
Lives in: Umeå
Interests: Downhill skiing, practical work
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Are there any disadvantages to the work?

You have recently built a new data center hall.
Tell us about it!

Yes, we built it 1.5 years ago. It is nice to be able to build from
scratch with the very latest technology in everything, power, cooling etc. and with internet delivery from several directions.The
unique thing about us and our services is that everything is mirrored between two data centers. If ever anything unexpected happened, say a natural disaster like a flood, there is no need to panic.
We still have everything in the second location, which is a great
reassurance for us and our customers.
How has your data center business developed over time?

We have had strong growth since we started, and we continue to
grow. Now we have invested in a new data center which is double
the size of the old one.We can take in as many customers as we
like, but we choose our customers carefully, expand in a controlled
manner with profitability and always strive to deliver very high
quality.
Do you see any trends in the data center industry? What will
happen in the next 5-10 years?

Right now, a lot of data is being collected and stored. Data that has
not been analyzed in depth. As more and more people understand
that data is the new gold, customers will want to use their data, not
just store it. A lot of cloud capacity will be required to calculate all
this data. Our role then is to ensure that there is service capacity
and performance to analyze all this in a simple and cost-effective
way.

About Hi5
Number of employees: 60
Offices: Umeå and Luleå
Number of data centers: 2
Customers: Authorities, municipalities, and private companies
Read more at: www.hi5.se
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Data
centers
the new frontier in the fight
against climate change
Where our data is stored plays a big role and
Sweden’s conditions for green data centers
are among the best in the world.

“When companies choose data centers,
environmental impact is one of the three
most important parameters.”

Sweden’s
conditions for
green data centers
among the best in
the world
Our increasingly connected everyday life, both in private and at work, is dependent on quick access to large
amounts of data. Every click we make can be measured
in megabytes and kilowatts. And in carbon dioxide emissions. The amount of data grows dramatically when industry, service companies and private individuals use connected services. Online care, self-driving vehicles, smart
factories and streaming, all of which generate and require
data. This increases electricity consumption in both the
networks and the data centers where the data is stored
and processed.
Therefore, it is important that data centers are built to have minimal climate
impact.Where our data is stored plays a big role. Electricity production in
different countries, for example, gives different environmental imprints.
Carbon dioxide emissions for each unit of data stored are 37 times greater in
Germany than in Sweden. In the US it is 36 times. 86% of consumers would
like to choose a supplier that contributes to the fight against climate change,
even if it costs more.When companies choose data centers, environmental
impact is one of the three most important parameters.Therefore, data center
owners are looking for places to establish their operations with a minimal
carbon footprint. Sweden has among the best conditions in the world. 97%
of the electricity we produce in Sweden is fossil-free. Sweden has much
of the infrastructure needed, both in terms of fiber networks for data traffic
and stable electricity networks.We even have the climate on our side.When
other countries need to supply energy to cool the computers in data centers,
in Sweden we can use the heat the computers produce.We already heat
homes, offices and industries via the district heating network.
But that’s not all. As we study the effects of data center establishments, we
see that there are ripple effects.The operation creates jobs around the clock.
Companies are establishing themselves to serve both the data center and
others who work and live nearby. Education and training is starting to meet
the competence needs.The data center industry in Sweden gives companies
the opportunity to more easily reach out with their innovations to a global
market.That is why the data center industry is so important to Sweden.
This text is adapted from a film produced by Business Sweden
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“The carbon dioxide emissions are 37 times greater
in Germany compared to Sweden, and 36 times
greater in the US. Sweden’s conditions for green data
center locations are among the best in the world.”
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Trend spotting,
the future of
data centers
By 2030, the number of mega data centers in the world will be growing
at a rate of over 100 per year. The Nordic region will store half of all
European cloud data that is not time-critical and all data centers will be
self-learning and optimise themselves. Liquid cooling will be used
everywhere and the materials used will be part of the circular economy.
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10 Bold

predictions
for 2030+

To predict the future with certainty is impossible. A useful tool is scenario descriptions in trying to say something about the future.
Scenarios are built from a few most important uncertainty variables. The outcome of the uncertainty variables is then used to predict
the future. The scenarios presented here are built using the uncertainties “Amount of data processing”, “Importance of Sustainability” and “Development of new processing technologies.
The scenarios uses the outcomes very high data processing growth, very high importance of sustainability and slow development of
new processing technologies.
Below is a short description of each prediction in the scenario. It is important to note that other scenarios exist and and they are
briefly summarized under the heading “What can possibly go wrong?”.
1. The growth of mega data centers has been at a rate of about
100 per year the last 5 years. If the growth of data processing
is strong and no new data processing technologies are foreseen, then the growth will exceed 100 per year globally.

7. S
 ince sustainability is high on the agenda, all opportunities
for energy re-use will be considered and thus data center
sites with the opportunity for symbiosis with other industrial
processing will be selected also for their cost efficiency.

2. If sustainability is even higher on the agenda and the number
one business requirement and if edge computing is heavily expanded, then the Nordics with green energy will play an even
more important role in this scenario of data center growth.

8. The requirement of a sustainable life cycle of all materials from
the bricks to the electronics, will then increase the re-furbishing and material re-use in a circular economy.

3. The scenario also points at a strong growth of 5G-6G edge
data centers for all low-latency workload. The data growth will
come from applications needing edge computing.
4. S
 ince low-latency workloads are handled by edge computing,
then there are strong business reasons to move non-latency
dependent workloads from expensive places to green and
inexpensive sites out of cities in Europe.
5. P ower limitations in cities, especially for new builds, will
require additional stationary power generation on site and
hydrogen fuel cells for example will be an important alternative
source of energy.
6. S
 ince density will continue to go up especially at space limited
sites due to the increased processing growth and no new
computing technologies are in use, then liquid cooling will be
required to cope with the increased heat flux.

9. To enable holistic optimization of all parts of the data center,
more parts of it will be software defined, for example solidstate power distribution equipment will be deployed to enable
software control.
10. Then the whole data center will be designed for and operated using zero-touch making it autonomous and holistically
controlled using deep learning, auto encoders and other AI
technologies.
What can possibly go wrong?
1. Data growth slows down (Jevon’s paradox)
2. Limits due to data governance, security and sovereignty
3. Lower energy use thanks to new computer technologies

About the author
Tor Björn Minde is Head of Lab at RISE ICE Data center. RISE ICE is an industry research
institute in Luleå focusing on data centers. He was recently head of research strategies at
Ericsson Research with 30 years’ experience at Ericsson in mobile communication, cloud,
multimedia & applications. He also holds an adjunct professorship at Lulea University of
Technology in signal processing. His main research interests are sensor, context aware,
datacenter and machine learning technologies. He has led the team behind Ericsson Labs
with the objective of improving Ericsson’s ability in open innovation offering experimental
API’s for mobile applications. Lately his main focus has been on cloud infrastructures for
energy efficient operation. Tor’s motto is think BIG, Start small and DO it Quickly.
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Welcome
to northern
Sweden!
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